
BRAINTEASERS 
FOR THE 

SPECTRUM 48k 

PROGRAMS TO PUZZLE AND AMUSE 

Here at last is a collection of programs 
warty ofthe tide •Brainteasers' and worthy of 
the computers for which they are designed. 

Built around a competttton element you will be 
asked questions requiring logic, general knowledge 

and mathematical skills in ypy r answer! 

Only your quick powers of numeracy tan save 
the iady on (he railway track: escape with the 

takings from the bank; break open a safe 

Only your powers of deduction can solve- the Whodunnt? 
Work out the wiring m the robot; cads thecarthtef. 

All of the programs wt« exploit the graphic capabilities 
of your machine and, lyaytHo face up to it, 

many of the programs wifi contain an 
1G rating at the end of the program. 

THE AUTHOR 
Genevieve Ludnski is a widely experienced 

programmer and technical author and has her own 
software company ^Ktiatising In 

■educational material. 
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INTRODUCTION 

may find useful when keying in the programs. 

You may miss out all the REM statements exceptthe first 
two. These statements are just to help you understand 

You can also omit the spaces between the line number 
and the start of the statement. However BASIC is rather 
pedantic about spaces elsewhere, so I advise you to copy 
the rest of the statement exactly. Also, to be safe, always 
put a space before words OR and AND. Any spaces 
within quotation marks must also be copied exactly. 



HEXAGON PUZZLE 











ODD ONE OUT 











SAFECRACKER 



opens, revealing gold bullion. 

How to play 

lues such as those shown above. The 
vo digit number. Key in the number 
RETURN). 







FRACTIONS AND 
PERCENTAGES 











SAINTS TO SINNERS 



How to play 











DON'T PAINT THE CAT 











A-MAZE-ING 











SPOT THE DIFFERENCE 













PROFIT AND LOSS 



RETURN ancTyotn con 
and you can then usetf 
on the keyboard. To cle 
press AC and RETURN. 
= and RETURN. To reti 
RETURN. Always remer 

Programming hints 

This program includes; 
programmer to fit a se 

between one screen lin 
and is found on line 530 











STATS PAINTER 



How to play 

'e on the modes or medians of a given set 
! mode of a set of numbers is the number 

frequently. The median of a set of 
a middle number. The numbers are 

without pressing RETURN. 

pressing RETURN. If you are wrong, or take too long to 
answer, the bird ends up by getting painted. After nine 
consecutive correct answers you find out where the 
accountants went wrong. 

Programming hints 

If you wish to use the graphics but to set different types 
of questions, replace routines at lines 400, 590 and 640. 
Assign the question to Q$ and the answer to A$ and the 
hint to H$. Questions in this program must have answers 
one digit or letter long. 

Program 









SEQUENCE 
COUNTDOWN 



showing the num 
answers, your time. 

Programming hints 

One change you coi 
To do this allow W 
line 170. The sequei 
210. The sequence i 
S(7) and S(8). S(2) is 
sequences. 1C is an 
useful when definin 
how the sequence i 







ELEMENTARY 
STATISTICS 



How to play 











NAME THE GRAPH 



How to play 

All graphs drawn are of the type 

Where A, B and C are constants (that is numbers that can 
be positive or negativel. For example, the equation might 

uld be equal to -2, B equal to 3 and 

line a'nd separated byrommas. Press RETURN only after 
you have keyed in all three numbers. In the example 
above you would key in 

-2, RETURN, 3, RETURN, -5 then RETURN 

Then the graph of this expression is drawn and you must 
make another guess. If you cannot guess the answer key 

WHAT, ENTER, IS, ENTER, IT then 
RETURN 

and you will be given the answer and the program ends. 

If you guess the answer correctly then press the escape 
key and a new graph will be drawn. 

It is more fun if you find out howto do it by trial and error, 
but if you want a hint to get you started then this is it. 
(Skip the next paragraph if you do not want to know) 







FRANCIS DRAKE 
ADVENTURE GAME 



























WIRE MAZE 











PATTERN PAIRS 











WESTERN ADVENTURE 
GAME 

+ + + + + + +111111111111 



: advocating here that < 











FRACTION CAR CHASE 











BAR CHARTER 



on one display line. When you have key 
labels press RETURN once. Then you uj 
right ARROW keys to move a pointer at th« 
screen. When the pointer (symbol \ is po 
the label you wish to point to, press 7 and 







WORD SEARCH 











DECISIVE HERO 















WHO DUNNIT 











BUSINESS PROGRAMMING 
on your 

SPECTRUM 

This book is designed for 
Sales and Marketing Managers 

“How could I use our home computer 
to help me with my day to day work 

without having to spend a fortune on software? 
Could I write my own programs 

to handle sales forecasts, 
customer record cards, graphs 

and reduce my paper work load?” 
The answer is YES 

This book will show how it can be done. 
Using Spectrum basic 
the user will be shown 

how to program, 
build own files systems using examples, 

design a “Data Base” 
which will form the core 

for countless record systems. 

Available from good bookshops £6.95 
or direct from 

PHOENIX PUBLISHING ASSOCIATES 
14, VERNON ROAD, 
BUSHEY, HERTS. 

£6.95p plus 55p p/p. 

AVAILABLE NOW 


